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ABSTRACT 
The questions posed in this paper are: first, what 
is the nature of the "nr.anagerial elite"; and second, how 
different are the characteristics of the "managerial elite" 
frorr. the other societal groups in contemporary Kenya?. 
In answering these questions, I started with the 
prerri.se that Africanization in contemporary Kenya can be 
best understood by a close examination of the "managerial 
elite", which becomes particularly salient during this process. 
Two aspects of Africanization noted include: Africanization 
of management and Africanization of ownership in trade and 
industry. 
This paper is divided into two parts. The first 
part deals with the current theory and methodology en the 
"managerial elite" and provides an alternative way to 
conceptualize the "managerial elite". The second part deals 
with the historical aspect of Africanization and the social posi-
tion of the "managerial elite" in contemporary Kenya. 
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PROBLEMS DEFINED AND PURPOS" OF STUDY 
Like many newly independent countries, Kenya has 
1 
gone through the essential process of Afr^icanization in 
both management and business by replacing expatriates and 
foreign firms with indigenous people. This was particularly 
true of the industrial and commercial sectors, which were 
dominated by foreigners. The rr.ost important features of 
this process include: 
First, Africanization of ownership: which aims at 
giving Africans a stake in the economic 
development of their own country. This 
also leads to Africanization of control 
over investment, production and marketing 
decisions, which brings rr.ore aspects of 
economic life under the control of indigenous 
people; 
Second, Africanization of management: the gradual 
replacement of foreign managers in both 
oublic and private sectoi^s, which aims at 
developing indigenous competence in both 
commercial and industrial enterprises. This 
was done mainly through Africanization of 
middle and upper level management. This will 
also create more jobs for Africans, particularly 
in high and middle level manpower groups. 
The relevant guiding principles were laid down by 
President Kenyatta in his introduction to Sessional Paper 
No. 10 of 1965:" 
Our entire approach has been dominated by 
a desire to ensure Africanization of the 
economy and the public service. Our task 
remains to try and achieve these two goals 
without doing harm to the economy itself 
and within the declared aims of our economy. 
Africanization was th • re ft. re rut U. b« planne I at 
the expense of "economic growth." Later the Kenyan Government 
reiterated its position in the White Paper on "Kenyan!zation 
of Personnel in the Private Sector."3 It declared: 
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The Government is not-pursuing Kenyanization 
for its ovn sake. A truly Kenyan national' 
property cannot be built if management of 
key commercial and industrial concerns 
remain in the hards of non-citizens. Kenyans 
must participate and be involved in the 
oolicy making and its execution in all 
sectors. 
While it may b<^  postulated that Africanization has 
transferred the Kenyan economy into indigenous hands, there 
is greater difficulty in typologizing the socio-economic 
structure that such a oolicy h?s shaped. Th^ - Government 
stress on economic growth and development has led to a 
serious imbalance between haves and have-nots, between the 
country's agricultural earnings, which account for 79 per-
cent of all exoort earnings, and foreign-owned irr.port-
substitution industry, few of whose commodities can be said 
to be of essential use and benefit to indigenous people. 
How and why this iv so needs an explanation to follow. The 
Africanization ^xp'. rioncf in Kenya has. therefore triggered 
a lively d( be t that ha:-, centered around the success of this 
policy end th character of personnel occupying the highest 
position 'luring this process. 
In this short paper, T am not interested in joining 
the debate on wheth' r Africanization itself has been successful 
or not: my particular attention has been given to, first, 
the nature of "managerial elite", which becomes particularly 
salient during this Africanization process; second, the 
historical aspects of Africanization and the social position 
of the "managerial elite" in th : whole social structure of 
contemporary Kenya. The imperative to do so arises from 
one simple yet important reason, that it is this elite 
group who actually controls or manages the national economy. 
The iir.porcanee of this "managerial elite" whose decisions 
shape the Important strategic responses of the national 
political economy, was not^d in Philip Ndegwa's recent book: 4 
To most people, leaders are those in key 
political or government jobs. But in 
fact, in any political or economic system, 
particularly of the type of democracy and 
ir.ixed economy which we are developing in 
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Kenya, leadership corr.es from ether sectors 
as well. In our own ease, it is especially 
important to bear in rr.ind that senior 
business executives are also leaders, and 
that they should behave as leaders. 
Thus, fi'orr. this perspective, one could analyse the character, 
origins and interests of the "managerial elite" as an 
intervening variable which links the society and the state. 
However, in the absence of concrete conceptual and empirical 
work, this assumption is purely conjectural. Building this 
concern into our analysis will then become an important 
vehicle available, for a much more open discussion and 
further r-search. This step is then an attempt to engage 
in that process. 
CONCEPT OF MANAGERIAL ELITE 
Conceptualizing about the "managerial elite" in 
contemporary African society is a uniquely rich and vital 
exercise even in the absence of empirical studies. To 
understand the specific nature of the "managerial elite" in 
contemporary Kenya, our argument begins with "industrial 
5 
society thesis' put forward by Kerr and his colleagues, 
which has offered the possibility of accounting for the 
presence of managerial and administrative groups in different 
politico-economic systems. As Kerr et al note: 
As industrialization proceeds, the number 
of persons in management increases both 
absolutely and relatively in the economy. 
This is the inevitable consequence of larger 
capital outlay, the pace of innovation, the 
use of more modern machinery and processes, 
the growth of markets, and the increasing 
complexity of advancing industrial societies. 
A major concern of this school has, then,been the implication 
of the growth of managerial and entrepreneurial groups during 
the industrialization process. 
Such discussions have tended, as Scase and Coffee 
7 note, to concentrate upon three issues' 
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First, the extent to which the bureaucratisaticn 
of the workplace has affected managerial 
authority and professional autonomy; 
secondly, the degree to which managerial 
ideologies have err.erged which are different 
in character from those of business owners, 
and entrepreneurs. It has, for example, 
often been argued that a new class of managers, 
separated from, the ownership function, are 
more committed to 'welfare' and 'collectivist' 
ideologies than their owner manager predecessors: 
Finally, the class location of managerial and 
professional workers has been the subject 
of considerable debate. 
In organizing the research plan and in writing the thesis 
about the rise of managerial groups .in post-colonial; African 
societies, a body of literature was tapped with a view to 
applying the above hypotheses of advanced capitalist societies 
into the African context. Howeyer, to apply the above 
proposition within the African context, there exist limita-
tion.; of analysis. First, the. distinction of forms of control 
over the mean? of production, which is originally devised to 
account for managerial groups in contemporary corporate 
structure of advanced capitalism, does not have the same 
implications in the case of the manager in pcst-colunial 
African societies. In the former ease, the real economic 
owners continue to exist, in the stronger sense, despite 
the changc of his rol in the prcccss of capitalist 
reproduction. In th latter ease, there is r,o physical 
difference between 'legal' owner and 'real' owner as an 
independent identity b.-cause th rt are r large number of 
Af ri can-managers whe. directly own their enterprises or 
vice versa. Consequently, v;h< n managers who control the 
property enjoy 'autonomy1 vis-a-vis owners, their controlling 
position in the setter, either publicly or privately owned, 
is much greater than any parallel managerial groups in 
advanced capitalism. Secondly, unlike in advanced capitalist 
societies, in Africa, there decs not exist a clear distinction 
of class characteristics between owner i. >. . , bourgeoisie and 
controller i.e., managers or supervisors. Within this context, 
the managers' position in African societies is more fluid 
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and ir. creator lux than it is under advanced capitalist 
societies. 
Of all the general the. lies which have been marshalled 
to account for the rise of managerial groups in post-colonial 
African societies, s suggestion by one scholar, Michaela O 
von Freyhold," who studied similar events in Tanzania, 
proved provocative. Through the act of nationalizing, it 
was argued that the petty bourgeoisie elements become a 
group of "NIZERS (A"RIC/NIZERS)" who extended state control 
in order to enhance their own positions. To supplement 
their slim material base and limited control of the econorr.y, 
the "nizers" attempted to diminish, to a degree, the 
influence of the metropolitan bourgeoisie who had owned the 
productive sector of the economy prior to formal political 9 
independence. As she explains it:" 
1 Nizers1 or 'nizations' (from Africanization) 
is a term applied by Tanzanians to refer to 
that stratum cr class which social scientists 
have called 'educated elite,1 'labour 
aristocracy,' or petty bourgeoisie' - those 
who took over irr.portant administrative and 
economic positions when colonialism was 
defeated.... 'Nizers' is a precise and 
dia-lectical term. It refers firstly to 
the progressive aspect of Africanization, to 
the promise that those who take over the 
power would return this power to the people 
on whose- behalf they took it away from, the 
colonialists. It refers secondly to the 
fact that the 'nizers' have not been created 
by the existing economic and social structure 
but have taken it over, either adopting to it 
cr changing the built in dependency on 
imperialism. It refers thirdly tc the 
negative possibility that the original 
promises are not held, that the structure 
is r.ot changed, that those who have taken the 
power will usurp it for themselves. 
By distinguishing "nizers" or "governing class" from the 
"ruling class", von Freyhold suggests a natural struggle 
within the "nizers". The question then is "what or who is 
the 'ruling class' in Tanzania?" She argues that the 
"ruling class" in Tanzania is mainly represented by "the 
V/crld Bank, Aid Agencies of Nordic and other European 
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countries and a variety of transnational corporations" 
If this is so, why then are the "ruling class" interested 
in a collapse of the Tanzanian economy? This sort of 
analysis, typical of von Freyhold, is too simplistic to 
apply to.the Kenyan case. 
Therefore; in applying Freyhold's position into the 
Kenyan context, there exist several problems.'. First, as 
Issa Shivji notes, "it is not clear who constitute the top 
personnel in the state apparatus as a class." He then goes 
on, "being employed by the state does not make a social 
group into a class," if it did, then "all the functionaries 
from Ministers to messengers in the state apparatus would 
11 
be Freyhold's 'nizers'." I would rather argue that to 
transform one social group into, a class such as "nizers", 
the social-group-in-fcrmation has to be capable of 
organizing and creating a political-organizational arm 
which can represent their group interests. In other words, 
to transform from a class-in-itself to a elass-for-itself, • the "class in question" has to become conscious of its 
common interests as a homogeneous group i.e., to develop 
12 
class consciousness. However, in Tanzania or in Kenya, 
not all Africanized personnel in state apparatuses have 
reached the stage of creating political organizations, 
capable of representing their class interests. Therefore, 
as Claude Ake notes, "the economies of contemporary Africa 
appear to be 'classless' because ol" the wide prevalence 
of simple commodity production, the smallness of the 13 urban proletariats and the weakness of African bourgeoisie." 
Second, unlike in Tanzania, the "nizers" in Kenya, if 
any, could nv.t achieve the same class ends as being "nizers" 
or a "governing class", which was backed by the power of the 
,p st e 1- nial State, by displacing the Asian commercial class. 
The most significant thin,, in the Kenyan context is not 
nationalization but Africanization of management and local 
business, which was mainly created by white settlers 'or 
immigrant businessmen, mostly Asians. This could be done 
in the form, c.f a national developmental strategy.. The main 
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features of this strategy include: "atteir.pt at Government 
control through regulation, taxation and exchange control; 
an-i measures tc secure African participation in the equity 
14 of fcrei*n firms." In such cases, as Bjorn Beckman argues: 
Africanization or 1 indigenisaticm laws and 
regulations restrict in these and other 
countries the field in which foreign 
capital is allowed. State banking and 
marketing organisations assist local 
entrepreneurs to establish themselves and 
to find ouclets for their products. Their 
interests may similarly be catered for by 
public 'umbrella' organisations in the 
field of construction and other areas of 
'sub-contracting.' It is often noted that 
officials and political leaders are either 
directly part of or closely related to this 
new class of private entrepreneurs. 
However, identifying the managerial group as a class 
is too blunt an approach in contemporary Kenya, where class 
identification, cohesion, organization and political practice 
(all of which represent forms of class action) are much 
more ambivalent. Thus, rather than viewing this group as 
"nizers" or "new class", the term "managerial elite" has 
been chosen to distinguish those societal groups which 
become particularly salient whore Africanization is still 
in process. This elite is distinguished by its unique relation 
to the means of production. It can either legally own the 
means of production which it controls or it acts as a 
controller of the means of production on behalf of the 
owner. In this context, the phrase "managerial elite" means 
more than the so-called "nizers" or "new class". 
The main characteristics of those elite, as Dr. Kipkorir 
notes, "include four interrelated attributes: possession of 
power, possession of wealth, the attainment of relatively 
high formal educacicnal qualification and the employment of 
correspondingly high social status."16 Apart from its 
small size and sense of corporate identity, their 
eagerness tc grasp those privileges revolves around a more 
secure placc in the nation-state rather than stems from an 
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ideological or policy position. The "managerial elite" is 
therefore defined as a "corporate group" which has a "harmony 
of interests." Although coalition conflict within this 
gi'oup does occur or may be even greater than cohesion, 
because the benefit of the membership is sc great, this 
doctrine of "harmony of interests" refers to the search 
for consensus and accommodation of accumulation of capital 
wealth and the occupation of powerful decision making 
positions. It includes a group of people who exercise 
control over the moans of production, distribution or 
exchange to a significant degree, and who are in a position 
to make decision in these fields in such a way as to enhance 
their own economic and social position vis-a-vis the other 
societal groups such as wage earners, small farmers, the 
unemployed and others. 
Goldthorpe in his Oxford studies of social mobility 
and social structure classified them as CLASS I band which 
embraces "all higher aar.de professionals, self-employed or 
salaried higher grade administrators and officials in 
central and local government and in public and private 
enterprises (including company directors), managers in 
largo industrial establishments, and largo proprietors." 
Moreover, these positions h~d in common a high* income for 
the Ir incumbents and a " w i d e rang< of discretion," or 
1 7 
"considerable autonom.v and freedom, from, control of others." 
Similarly, in the K myan context, the High-Level Manpower Survey 
of 1964 defines it as follows: 1 8 
• ' r-' 
Top level posts in Administration and 
Management: including senior officers, 
h'. ads of principal departments and key 
scnfi specialists such as qualified 
accountants, personnel dilectors e_t al 
Within this central group lies a complex series of different 
status groups including senior civil service,-leading 
representatives of interest groups such as the trade 
unions and certain professions, financiers, senior 
officers of armed forces as well as influential politicians. 
ID5/WP -*31 
Based on these analyses, T divide, "managerial elite" 
1 ° 
into two groups: P j'.y r-f.ion--:l rial Pl icr (1' .IE i) " 
and Political Vlite (PMF 2). PME .1 cot^ists of 
2.2 job cat: gc rv group in private manag. mens positions such 
as nr.anrgin- di a :tor, company eret-.ey, financial controller, 
and personal mane^-r ••to; i: also includes those advocates 
and accountants, who held top managerial positions in private 
firms. Many Asian origin Kenyans can be categorized in this 
•roup. PME 2 are those Mtu .Ikubwi (Big Men): the several 
hundred people occupying almost all the political administrative 
and economic positions such as top level administrative 
officials or top civil servants in both Central Government 
and Covornm.ent institutions, chairmen and executive directors 
of parastatal organization"., MPs, and Minis cers • tc: here 
each "fl.tu" creates his own pation-cli nt network: ethnic 
nd regional criteria may be important; loyalty and ?G competence are also important. 
However, in a society like Kenya where the current 
period is one of transition, continuity and chang , it 
becomes difficult to decide who is « member of PME 1 and 
PMF 2, a difficulty which Ab. rc • oir.bi.r- and IJrry refer to as 
? 1 
the "boundary problem. " From Table 1, it if? clear that 
derisions as to where the boundaries or this group lie 
becomes relatively arbitrary. Therefore, as Nicola Swainson ?? has correctly pointed out: 
In general, the network of owno rship and 
rr.nna;'." men t outl ine d above shows a s L runy 
c w r 1 -p be tw. '.n class places within the 
bourgeois! b twei n burr aucr-' tic and 
political positions and the professions. 
It is a mistake, therefore, .in the Kenyan 
context to distinguish a separate bureaucratic 
class. Also, at this stage- of accumulation 
the-re :l not e, high d'-,-r.-e of separation 
be tween the owning and man•- <:> i ng c i. asse s , 
who arv often in t- rlinked .' teiTphasis added) 
Similarly, Crawford Young argues that "central to the 
problematic of class in Africa is the pace of change and 
the indeterm'.nancy of eat'.-aerie r . ,23 Indeed , there i: 
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TABLE 1: Kenya's Top tifcy Directors (by 
ships) 
ruir.ber of director-
/ -f4.-«ri non-African/ Others (Europeans) a . Mrtionali ty Af ri car/ciclzen non-nir._o / U1 0 1 /-' ' » 
1967 5 
1974 1.6 
1984 32 
Pro Cession 
Politica 
a i rial E 
Civil servant & 
politicians etc 
4 41 -- 50 
20 13 = 49 
11 7 = 50 
Professional 
Managerial 
Elite: Advocates, 
accountants,top 
managers in 
private local/ 
for e i g n f 1 rrr. s, e t c 
1965 7 15 = ^ 
13 21 = 34 1974 
1984 i S 
(only Africans) (11 M.P. 
7 Civil 
Servant) 
14 = 3 2 
S o u r c : Nicola Swainson, The Dovexopment of Corporate 
Capita I i SIT, in Kenya 1918 - 1977, Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1930, p.2G±; 
and computed by the author from Company Registrar 
at Sheria House. 
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the possibility that certain occupations, chiefly those 
•involving high-level manpower, are becoming indistinguishable 
frorr. "manag^ri al elite* ir con temporary K'r-nya. Therefore, 
tht purpose of the following is to find out some facts and 
figures which car identify thv social position of those 
individuals who occupy positions in the "managerial elite" 
in contomporary K .• ny " . 
HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF AFRICAT-.IZA riON /'ND SOCIAL POSITION 
OF iV WAGER I/• L ELITF I?j COi ?TEMPO?t/- RY KENYA . 
One of the difficulties involved in the study of 
a managerial ^lite (ME), of course, concerns its actual 
social position: position which is the "possible degree of 
concrete, difference from the 'interests' of"' the other 
societal groups. Any attempt to formulate the definite 
social position of ME which would gain unanimous acceptance 
is difficult. One reason is that social position of ME 
means different things to different societies. as The da 
Skocpol correctly not^s, this perspective makes it "virtually 
impossible ^vf n to raise the possibility thac fundamental 
conflict of interests might arise between the existing 
dominant class or s^t of groups, on the one hand, and the 
state rulers, on the other." * What she says is that a social 
position of a societal group in a certain society has to be 
based on .its interests, what determines the- conditions of 
existence c4' tins societal group vis-a-vis the other societal 
proups. Similarly, in the Kenyan context, the Ndegwa Report 
1971 in its paragraph 31 indicates: "We consider that all 
p a those who serve the Republic: 
ii) should not subordinate their- duties to their 
private interests nor put themselves in a 
position where there is a conflict between 
'"heir duty to the state and their private 
interests; 
iii) should not outside their official duties be 
associated with any financial or other activitie 
in circumstances where there could be suspicion 
that their position or official information 
available to the.nr. was being turned to their 
p rivate gains or that of their associates. 
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The analy t e a l t'ocus of those approaches is the subje ctive 
attitudes and inter;, sts-involved of thost key oersonnel gs 
th'-y interact with « thor significant individuals or groups in 
" c h en g i n e e r• •/.i rc> nrr.e n t. 
However, our interest in this section is not so much 
the social mobility or the interests of the ME, but the 
social position of the ME i.n contempt rary Kenyan socie ty 
t 
vis-a-vis the other societal groups. In particular, I wish 
to consider the historical aspects of Africanization ~nd 
in this inspect, to ask first, how different are the character-
istics of the ME as a social >roup, from, the other social 
groups in pes'c-colonial Kenya?; second, how wide is the 
gulf?. These questions,it should be emphasized, do not 
'rise from, simple quantitative indications that there is a 
marked and recognizable disparity in the salaries and wages 
earned by different fractions of social groups. It must 
therefore involve reference to their position of opportunity 
and cf access te political pew r and oconemic wealth which 
"generate endemic a nfliots" < f st e.ial gr> up interests. 
Before Kenya achieved its netic ne.l independenc-- in 
December 1963, a fundamental determinant if the r.atur-e cf its 
economy and of the policies of the stat was the implementation 
of Britain's W-clared p licy toward its colonies -- the 
policy of promoting, lapidly the o -litical and economic and 
cultural development in K--r-ya. This colonial policy toward 
its colonies crented the structure of underdevelopment and 
social differentiation in Kenya both on the level of production 
and at the level of exchange. The mechanisms which the 
colonial state employe-.! to disintegrate the indigenous 
people and subsume them to the logic of capitalist accumula-
tion are well understood and need not be restated here. 
What is of int-rest is the pattern of social differentiation 
and the Social relations that developed in Kenya during this 
period. The colonial state not t nly created the structure of 
the underdeveloped economy but it ris<. destroyed and created 
entire social classes. 
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In < t\1ci c. achieve its aim. th< colonial state 
eir.pl y ' many types v ' r chanis.xs. i'i rs t, the cre ation of 
the "White- Highlftnd" in and yf itself denied tc the African 
f«nr. rs sc it'? i.-f the- best innr. land in the country. This was 
?1 
lone through t!v% ^nactnrjnt , f the Ctvon L^ tivl Ore) ja.-;nco, 
v/hich err.p were ' trv colonial state t. control land, to 
extinguish African rights v f ownership, t<. l-'ase or se ll 
o r 'alien t • • l a n ) t>.. non-Af ri cans. S<* ir.i: of statistics 
indicate that "by 1901, th'-re were 13 British settlers", 
but "by the year 1950, about 3,000 white settlers owned, with 
secure tenure of 99 years, 16,700 square miles of the best 
land w h i l e ah ut 5% m i l l i o n Africans hai 52,000 acres of 
the remainder, without security -f t e n u r i \ " . Although "the 
Europeans cultivate ? loss than on:-tenth i the land choy 
held, they took over the best and most fertile land in Kenya". 
Secun 1, the colonial state took steps to facilitate 
the European sec tiers' effort to roccuit labour from the 
"reserves" through direct contacts as well as the chiefs 
and headmen. Effort to create such a stable, reliable and 
cheap labe ur force were carried ...ut through the Legislative 
Ccuncil and other stati apparatuses on the period between 
1920 and 1950. The measures range.j from .lirect taxation to 
use of force. Taxation, for instance, was used to provide 
the European settlers with cheap lab-ur. "Every able-bodied 
African over thv ago of 13 had t«. pay th.. colonial state 
a poll tax o'" up to 24/= \ year." 3 0 Those who Wc-rt unable to 
make a living in the "native reserves" were 'encouraged' to go 
to work on the- European plantations. The method was approve J 
as far back as 1913, when the East African Standard wrote:31 
We consider the taxation is the, only possible 
method of compelling th- native to leave his 
reserve for the purpose of seeking work. 
Only in this way can the cost of living 
be iner ased for che native it is eon 
this that the supply of labour and the 
price .; f the labour depend. 
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Those measures forced Africans to work either ->n the estates 
or in the urban areas for wages which were never expected 
to cover the bare ir.inir.uir. • * subsistanee fur the African 
labourers cr their families. So by the years 1952 and 
1953, "ser.e 90,000 persons in Kiarr.hu (Kikuyu esoeves near 
Nairobi) 'right bo without means of support within a short 
time'. ar ! in an 1 around Nairobi, there were 10,000 
33 
African families living without proper shelters". These 
areas therefore tended to be eiawn into a whole vicious 
circle of cumulative underdevelopment end social differen-
tiation . 
Lastly, the colonial state enacted measures which 
restricted the Africans' effort to enter cash crop production 
or trade on their own account. One oi the measures taken 
vas to stablish various commodity boards: the Imperial 
Ordtn -nco March 1931 crested the Land and Agricultural 
Bank, which was to contribute a major source of credit for 
colonial settlers. For instance, under the Credit tc 
African (Control) Or [nance- cf 1943"^ ' wh i eh r o placed e a r 1 i e r 
measures, .1 end in _ to Africans by non-Africans was prohibited 
net only by banks but a 1 s • by non-African wholesalers. 
More. v«- r, natives were supposed to trade wi thin the "native 
markets": 
Ne pereon slvll wl thin a •.one cf three 
mile.-,' radius from. Jhe external boundaries 
,r< .ny market specified in Schedule I 
hci'i-u. hawk, sell, barber or expose for 
eaJe or barker any pr.-deov s p e e i f i i: d in 
Schedule II hereto without written permission 
of the District Commission;r: previded that, 
where two such markets arc within three 
miles of each oth< r, • ach of these shall be 
deemed to be excluded from, three mile 
".one .'f the uthcr. 
Therefore, natives in these a "eas were neither allowed to 
grow cash crops nor te trade en their own account, but wore 
forced to provi 1e cheep labour for the production f 
agricultural materials, which accounted f o r over half f 
Kenya's export earnings, f . r th<. serving o f IT. : t repel i tan 
needs. Labour newer was then transform -d into a co'ir.moditv. 
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n u rinj this pe rio -, as Dr. oaahuki correctly pointed our, 
''th. nr..-.in int -rest i th< c*. lonir.l pe w r was to develop 
the cox or. y int. a &uppli> r of raw rr.at rials, mainly agricul-
tural, " British induotrios as veil as n rr.caket for these 
industries . 
lablos 2 and 3 show total forol n investment in 
Kenya lurin? this period. From these To.bxes, it is clear th 
be ft re the Second World War, foreign investment iri Kenya 
remained low and \ias larg- ly Oonc ntrated in primary 
industries that were mainly of an extractive nature," 
bu . there v.as a groat incn;ass after the.- War. The main 
reason for this 1 net-ease is that "during th War, the 
col nial office emphasized the n:.,d to exploit colonial 
resources for the benefit of the war-battled British econumy 
i.e., to help earn dollar;; to offset the- rising do-Liar 
38 
deficit of the 'mother- country'."' The .'.arg.ost combines' 
interests in in/estin.?, in Kenya luring this period included, 
large mercantile house t-; such as Smith, Mackenzie and 
Mitchell Cotts and Dal ety,: United Africa Ci ., a sub-
sidiary • ; f Unilevers, v;hioh took over a number or firms; 
Brooke Bonds acquired tea estates, Bata, Schweppos er.d TO thers 'pone 1 factories. 
The patterns oi 3e-ind.Lgoni zation w> have be.- m 
describing occurred in ono form ov another thvoughout 
colonial Kenya. What is particularly interesting in this 
study is the division ano che or^aniza. tion of the whole 
society on racial grounds. In ether words, the colonial 
system, spawno i threo n« w social gro-ups which arc important 
for our discussion. The main characteristics of each of the 
social strata are summarized in Table 4. Nationalism 
emerged within the context of such social strata, loading 
to the Mau Ma.u strug;.-le. The burgeoning group oi African 
landless and the Mau Mau struggle based upon the demand 
for equal rights of the majority "of /frican population 
to those f "White settler aristocracy" (with regard 
to access to land, cash crop production, trade, and finally 
political representation) rr.acle this strata shaky. 
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Tabic The Principal re in-ba.sed Companies in Kenya 
be fore 1945 
Da cc Harnc of Firir. Type of Business Parent Company & 
Country of Origin 
AgriculLure and 
Esta to 3 
1924 African Hihglands 
Produce Co; 
1924 Kenya Tea Co. 
1931 Anglo-French 
Sisal Co. 
1907 East African 
Tobacco Co; 
1932 East African 
Tanning and 
Extract Co. 
re a 
Tea and Coffee 
Sisal Planta-
tions 
Tobacco Trading 
Tobacco and 
C i ;a re 11 e Ma n u -
factere (1934) 
Wattle Bark and 
Extract 
.1936 E . A. Sisal Estates, Sisal Production 
Lirr.i tod 
1906 British East Agents, Exporters 
Africa Corporation of Primary P r o d u c e 
T red L n ,> 
1920 Bird and Co., 
(Africa) Ltd., 
1920 Gibson and Co., 
1934 Holland Africa 
Line 
19 24 Gailey and 
Roberts 
James Finlay, 
U.K. 
Brooke Bond, 
U.K. 
British/French 
British Am.c ri c an 
Tobacco, U.K. 
Natal Tanning 
and Extract, 
Forestal Land 
and Timber, 
U.K. 
Mitchell Cotts, 
U.K. 
Mitchell Cotts 
U.K. 
Me rchants, T ran s -
porters, Shippir:_, 
Freight, Ware-
housing 
Agonts, Exporters 
i f Primary Pro-
due . 
Shipping and Ware-
housing 
Import and Distri-
bution of A. ricul-
tural Machinery, 
etc. , 
Bird and Co., 
U. K. 
Cibson and Co., 
U.K. 
Netherlands 
United Africa 
Co-. U.K. 
.(after 1937 
Unilever) 
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Date Name of Firm Typo of Business Parent Company & 
Country of Origin 
Manufacturing ard 
Minerals 
1911 Maga U Soda Co 
Limi ted 
1922 East AOrican 
19 2 C 
1935 
Source: 
Extraction of Soda E. African Syndi-
cate (taken over 
Coneration of Power end .old-1 — n , , t . , ,. t L n , ^x-.,.- Eleotrical Power 
East African 
B rt-weri e s 
1933 East African 
Portland Cement Grindin 
Be or 
Cement Clinke-
Loibi ? 
by I.C.I, in 1923), 
U.K. 
Power Securi t ies, 
Balfour Boacty 
Co. , U.K. 
Ind Coupe, U.K. 
Associated Port-
land Cement, U.K. 
Meat Processing Leibig, U.K. 
1 1'3,4ilubl- 0 x f c r c l UnivcrSitF 
TABLE 3: New Registered Compani 
Year 
1938 
195C 
1951 
in Kenya 
Number of Compani: Cap!tal investment 
52 
221 
?43 
763,000 
0,749,000 
£ 12,526,000 
£ 
£ 
Source: Kenya .National Archives, MAC/KEN/34/l Kenv- T t Z 
fiO&Drae^ Ke nya Committee iV L c n d i n T ^ * - ^ 
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TABLE 4: THE COLONIAL SOCIAL STRUCTURE 
Structural Position Race Attributes 
First (Upper) 
class 
ELITE or European 
ARISTOCRACY 
Fc re i wn 
"White" 
Minority 
Paternalistic 
Culturally homogeneous 
Religiously homogeneous 
(Christian) 
Monopoly of social power 
Agents of metropolitan 
system 
Power based on political 
domination 
Highly organized 
Asian 
Second (Middle) 
Class 
ECONOCRACY 
Foreign 
C o1ou red (Asi at i c) 
Minority 
British subject from 
India Economically strong 
but politically weak 
Culturally hernogcneous 
though divided into castes 
Religiously he to rogeneous 
(Moslem, Hindu, etc.) 
Clients in the colonial 
economy and aspirin^ to 
political partnership 
Politically loyalty to 
Fairly well organized 
Indigenous 
Black 
Ove''whelming majority 
Third (L^wer) 
Class Least power (but politically 
African 
powerful) 
Culturally heteroLteneous 
Religiously heterogeneous 
Economically exploited 
Uri._r-.ani z^d 
Sourcc: Tarsis B. Kabwegyeie, The Politics of State Formation: 
The Nature and Effects of Coimielism in Uganda, 
Nairobi: East African Literature Bureau, 1974, p.108. 
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Durin colonial peric >, the Jorr.in.ant node oi 
production - gene rali y b n s r o n th-~ pi duetion of cash crops 
an.i ther primary products i\ r the interna cional rr.arkec -
was n^t own-:.' nor control lei by th indigenous social groups. 
The advent of political independence signalled the initial 
sta-e f trnnsfc rm.ati • n - f direct control over the economy. 
For instance, in 1960, the total population was estimated 
to be 8.1 million cf which 7.3 million were Africans and 
169,000 Asians, the European population numbered 61,000. 
There are n^ adequate .laca of racial distribution of money 
inccm^, but from. Tables 5 and 6, it is clear that despite 
the overwhelming numerical preponderance . f Africans, non-
Africans receive) a high proportion of the total. Table 5 
sh^ws that 92 percent of the Europeans received incomes 
over £ 400 p.a. while only 0.5 percent of Africans were in 
40 
this income group. Similarly, Table 6 shows that Europeans 
dominated the top superscale and professional posts whilst 
Asians dominated the intermediate supervisory and technical 
posts. It also illustrates the sle.w ->ace of Africanization in 
the administration. Of the 123 superscale posts only one is 
held by an African. 
However, the wave of indigenization and the expansion 
of state apparatuses during this transitional period accelerated 
the process of the rise of "a small, readily distinguishable 
group" and capital accumulation within the nation-scate. 
This advent has sometim.es been a pe tent fi ree in motivating 
the elite group to givr their best to the nati n. In the 
41 words of ene i f their chief spokesmen in the Government: 
....the predominance cf non-Kenvans in the 
ownership, management and control of private 
enterprise is enr of the most glaring defects 
of the privace sector in Kenya. No Country 
can accept th'"1 continuance of this kind 
T< turn a blind eye to the racial .imbalance 
in the country's economy would be tantamount 
to inviting racial disharmony and conflicts 
in the future . 
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TABLE 5: NUi-lBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TAXPAYERS IN EACH INCOME 
1ROUP BY RACE 1962 
AFRICANS ASIANS EUROPEANS OTHERS 
Income 
G r up Number % Nurr bo r 0/. Num.be r % Number % 
Ur der-£ 120 - 754,836 91. 4 5, 385 11 .0 334 1.5 19.801 86 . 
£ 120- £ 159- 38,474 4. 7 2, 143 4 .3 721 3.2 1 .645 1-7 
£ 160- £ 199- 14,4 51 1. n 1, 625 3 .3 134 0.6 431 1 . o 200- £ 399- 13,390 1. 7 6, 37 8 13 .0 571 2.5 472 g _ 
£ 400 and over 4,351 0. 5 33, 609 63 . 4 20,703 92.2 674 2. 
Total - 826,002100. 0 49, 14 0 100 .0 22,460 100.0 23,023 100 
Note: These estimates are based on returns for the Graduated 
Personal Tax. They a^e inaccurate, but the differences in 
income distributi->n brought cut by these data are so 
striking that they nevertheless illustrate the problem that 
exists. 
Source: Republic of Kenya, Official Report, The National 
Assembly, First Parliament, Fifth Session. Vol. XIII, 
18 December 1967 Cols. 3461 - 3^62; Republic of 
Kenya, De v e 1 oprne r. •: P1 an , 1366 - 1970, Nairobi: 
Government Printer, 1966, pp. 28 - 29.Reprinted 
frorr C. .T (Iw+.v.t* 1 Haurp Gol rtsoh'r 1 d I: and Donald 
Rothchild, oovernment and Politics in Kenya: 
A Nation Building Text, Nairooi: East African 
Publishing House, 1969, p. 77 
TABLE 6: THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE ESTABLISHED STAFF 
IN F.A. RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS AS AT 31st 
DECEMBER, 1962. 
Salary Group European Asian African Totals 
Supcrscaie 
(£ 1,722 - £ 4,600/ 120 2 1 123 
Croup 'A' 
(£ 732 - £ 1,665) 109 5 7 121 
Group 'B' Executive 
(£ 1,275 - £ 1,551) 55 55 
Group *B' Division I 
(£ 609 - 1,224) 665 1,151 202 2,018 
Group 'B1 Division II (£ 309 - £ 573) 66 2,29 8 1,504 3,858 
Group *B* Division III ' 
(below v. 3G9) - 55 6,942 7,007 
TOTALS 1,015 3,521 8,656 13,192 
Source: East African Common Services Organization, Report of 
the Africanization Comritte (Udoji Report), March, 
1963, p. 73. 
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The s.luticn adopter to tackle the * glaring defect' was 
the Africanization of the economy and the workforce. In 
•,rder to enhance the achieverr.-mt oi the independent Govern-
ment _:oa- i.e., correcting the racial imbalance, Africanization 
was mployed as r "viabl means ef control" over the 
country's resources. In the .1.979 KANU Manifesto, the 
A? need to control the economy w;.s emphasized: 
Independence may be a fact, in terms of 
politic:-; and jaws. But it cannot bo meaning-
ful without control - by a Government of 
the p cple - of a country's functioning^ and 
destiny. 
This ambition of Government to control the national 
economy was expressed in two different • cts published right 
after Sessional Paper No. 1G- One, the- Immigration Act 
f'*19G7 • w^ich prohibits "the entry into, and the presence 
in Kenya of any person who is not a citizen, unless he is in 
. . , , , . , ,.43 possession oi a va Lid entry permission or a valid pass"; 
another, the Tr-.'de Licencing Act of' i967, empowers the 
Ministry oi' Commerce and Industry to control and regulate 
all business activities. The Trade Licencing Act (TLA) of 
1967 indicated tb -1 if "the businessman i.; conducting a 
defined business such as wholesale or retail trade within the ,1 / 
Act, hr is required to hold a trading licence." ' The main 
distinction between citizens and non-citizens within this 
Act is mad: in regard to the -ranting of licences to trade 
in what are described as "specified goods" or outside a 
"g ncral business area". Section 5(2) of the Act provides: 
no person who is not a citizen of Kenya, I SJ J shall conduct a business:-
a) in any place which is not a general 
business area; 
b) in any specified goods, unless his 
licence specifically authorises him 
to do so. 
as Dr. Mutungi notes, was regarded as probably 
powerful single weapon in the regulation of non-
This Act, 
"the most 
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citizen participation ir, coir.rr.erce and industry in Kenya 
and may bo the tool in pro teccing local business agents 
competition from the well established foreign dominated 
. . ,,46 enterprises." 
In the National Assembly, Hon. arap Hoi, then the 
47 Vice-President and Minister for Home affairs announced: 
• The Immigration Act and the Trade Licencing 
Act have helped, as it had been expected, 
to increase the participation of our 
people in the .-conomic life of the nation. 
We arc forging ahead with assistance of these 
two Acts to provide more and more employment 
opportunities to our people, boch in the 
public and in the private sec cor...... 
This is a difficult task which no Government 
can hope to accomplish overnight. However, 
with a determined policy of Africanization, 
we are confident that the task will be 
carried out smoothly and orderly without 
disrupting the economy. 
These two Acts were supposed to accomplish Africanization 
48 of management ar.d business 'as rapidly as possible". 
Although available information on the degree of 
Africanization of business and management is scanty and 
unreliable, the data which ro presorted in Tables 7 and 8 
suygc; 31 that a cons iJcrablc-: do. .roe of Africanization h as 
been accompli sh od. 
TABLE 7: a. Number 
bo- tweo 
of Private Companies Ro 
n 1967 - 3 973. 
gistered in Kenya. 
Year European Asian {%) African (%) Mixed (%) Total 
1967 26 '35 23 16 516 
1968 20 30 33 16 561 
1969 14 33 28 20 806 
1 97 G 13 37 30 20 866 
1971 15 39 33 13 984 
1972 17 30 37 16 825 
1973 15 24 46 15 885 
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. .BLE 7: b. Quit No c ice a Issu-. d to Non-Ci ti zen Traders 
* — r 'Nur.ber 
Area ~ ' 
1969 1973 1975 Total 
'•'oi rebi 325 230 185 740 
Centrai Province 127 19 13 159 
Co"St Provirce 16 70 142 22.8 
Rift Valley 235 53 63 351 
Nyanza Province 11 22 51 3 4 
Eastern Province 16 13 r-f 336 
West c rn Provi rc e ~ 11 2 13 
Total 730 '1.10 463 
Source: Table 7 a. Nicola Swain son. The Do veloprr.en t of 
Corporate C»pl tali sir, in Kr ay a 1913 - 1377 , 
California: University of California Press, 1980, 
P. 195; Table 7 b. Standard, January 3, 1969, 
Janua ry 11, 1973 and'April 19, 1975. 
TABLE 8: EXTENT OF KENYAN I ZA '1 TON 1968 - 1932 (in percentage 
of each job cat. ory held by Kenyan citizens) 
Top-
and 
level 
4an a ' 
Admin 
.rs Prof e s s 1onals 
Teehniclans 
ft middle level 
exocu t i,v e s 
1968 1975 1932 L 968 1 975 1982 i 1968 1975 198? 
Ag t-icul turo 54 61 71 66 96 9 3 76 89 98 
Mining 19 29 27 0 56 36 37 54 88 
Manufac tu ri n 26 52 59 • f. ' l 43 67 51 80 84 
Electricity ft. 
Water 20 31 100 15 51 97
 1 59 <33 90 
Construe tion. 21 35 36 a/i 44 68 53 71 73 
Whole sale- ft 
Retail 46 59 73 ? r 52 36 41 85 95 
Transport. 35 54 76 o 33 36 3 d 86 95 
Finance ft 
Insurance 52 43 48 63 86 82 
Community ft 
Social Service 72 96 32 49 63 86 75 94 93 
Ago re 'at': 48 75 66 42 61 84 j 64 87 96 
SOURCE: Comput ed by the au th u< Dat a X' rem Employment and 
Earn in in the. 4cdern Sector I 968, 1975 and unpublish 
A
 -> - « C-' ntr aI Bureau o f Stat a o- «-i c s , N airobi, Ke nye 
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For example, from Table 7 b., if we assume 30% of the 
4° 
business affected by 'quit notices' were taken over by 
Kenyan citizens, it shows a tremendous increase in the number 
of Kenyan businessmen, both African and non-African, in the 
trade area. Table 8 also indicates the high decree of 
Kenyanization of high-level manpower in all .industrial 
sectors. Various aspects of Table 8 are worth noting. 
First, greater progress has been achieved in all sectors, 
but the old pattern of top level executives failing to 
Kenyanizc as fast as the other high level manpower remained. 
Second, the most noticeable shift in the period 1975 and 1982 
was the decline of Kenyanization both in Finance and top-
level executives in all industrial sectors. Over the years 
1975 and 1932, except professional occupations, the degree 
of Kenyanization in Finance and Insurance shows negative 
rate of changes while the sectors such as Electricity and 
Community Service show the highest degree of Kenyanization 
in top executive positions; it also indicates the negative 
rate of changes of top level administrators and managers in 
all Industrial sectors. This means that although rr.ost high 
level manpower in all industrial sectors are Konyanizod, 
non-citizens in top level executive positions and in 
important sectors such as Finance and Manufacturing are 
still playing a very important role in the Kenyan economy. 
Overall, we can conclude that Kenyanization in both 
management and business has been quite successfully achieved 
during the period covered, although we cannot distinguish 
African citizens from. non-African citizens from the above 
da ta. 
However, this is not the end of, the story. It 
has been found that while important changes occurred in 
both business and management in independent Kenya, unemploy-
ment and gross inequality still continued. This is what 
led scholars and policy makers to think and act more seriously 
as far as an Africanization procramme is concerned. 
Judith Heyer, for instance, has summarized the current 
position since independence as follows: unless policies 
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pr drastically changed "it's clear that the benefits rr.ay 
neve, t r i c k l e down to all s e c t i o n s of t h e Kenyan population." 
Similarly, Now Ao i -»c has "pel y described this aspect of 
5 * A f r i c a n i z a t i o n i n the f . 1 I c w i n t r r r . s : ~ ' 
...the policy has promoted apparent and not 
real chanae by prqtirr in A^rianr. replace-
ments in p'rivilo,', sharing p.feitions instead 
of ownership and.-control. 
The Report of the- Pro-sidontial Committee on Unemployment r. o 
19C2/C '3 in its paragraph 60 indicates:w 
. . . No analysis of the unemployment problem 
can be couplete without looking into the 
share of incomes which different groups of 
the population receive, as well as the 
proportion of t h e population living on 
or b: low t h e margins of real poverty. 
Those questions raise, as Colin Leys docs, numerous issues: 
"when all is said and dene, ' "it is difficult to know 
just about what can he expected from ;• fr.1 c an i z n t i on 
5 ° 
anyway." ' One peine to be made clear is that the process 
oT African!sation has gone iar .nough to ensure that 
"inequality still remains with respect to interpersonal and 64 
regional as well ae- -ui a.I-urban areas."" In other words, 
besides ;hc /' in o: a bettor "public ima.oo", the sma.] 1 
''managerial el it . vouo which ..-merged through this process 
could draw another advaacago out of this move. 
To got a close look at the income distribution in 
contemporary Kenya and th<- social position of the "managerial 
elite", Tables 9 and 10 are drawn. 
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TABLE 9: Estimated Income Distribution in Kenya in 1976 
Decile %Share ol' Total Per Capita Household 
(1) Income (GDP) (2) Income K£ (3) Income K£ (4) 
1st 1.3 16.5 79 
2nd 2.0 13.3 38 
3rd 2.6 23. 9 114 
4 th 3.6 33. 1 158 
5 th 4.0 36.7 175 
6 th 4 . 5 41.3 197 
7 th 5 . 2 47.8 228 
8 th 8 . 3 76 . ?. 364 
9 th 11.7 107.4 512 
1.0th 56 .3 517 . C 2466 
SOURCE: Col. (2) from T. Ki.ll.ick, "Strengthening Kenya's 
Development Strategy: Opportunities and Constraints," 
Discussion Paper No. 239, IDS, University of Nairobi, 
1976; Col- (a) and ( 1) vT^e taken from Kenya 
Development Plan 1979 - 83, p. 104 and p. 35. 
From Table 9, it is shown that while those in the tenth 
dcoiic receive 56% of the income, the rest of the population 
share less than 44%. Data on wages ^nd salaries by occupation 
and level for th> private sector, Central Government and 
other public sector inclusive of statutory boards and corporation 
are presentr 1 in Table 10. The comparative " yap" between earnings 
of those in unskilled jobs requiring little or no education 
and of those in various other occupations is detailed in the; 
last column of the Table 1G. It shows that the managers and 
directors as an occupational group are the highest income 
group in the Kenyan society. In the private sector, for 
example, unskilled labourers have to work about 20 months in 
order to earn the same amount of wages as managers do. If 
we consider that this figure- is just nominal wages irrespective 
of tho other sources of income to which those privileged 
groups can „>ct access, the "gap" would widen. It is also 
shown that Central Government, compared to the other sectors, 
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1ABL7 iC: A v e r s e Monthly Earnings ng Kenyan Citizens 
in the modern Sector. J.983. 
Monthly Earnings (K.SH) Numlvr of Months it 
takes an unskilled 
»( 0- labourer to earn the 
wa -es in other 
J ob^--.Sec tor 
Catego ry*"""^,.^ 
Private Central 
Gov • t 
Other 
Pub., ic 
iecupa 
Privn tel 
tion 
Central 
Gov • t 
Other 
Public 
1. unskilled 
labourers 513 8 :o 824 1 1 1 
2. se*rr.i-ski lied 
workers 770 975 931 1.5 1.2 1.1 
3. skilled 
wo rkers 1, 296 1 ,736 .1, 907 2.5 2.1 2.3 
4. t< achers 1 ,780 \ ,930 1 ,451 3.5 2.3 1.8 
5. general 
clerks, 
secretaries, 
typists, 
book-
keepers , 
cashiers, 
e tc . 1, 933 1,948 2 , 29 2 3.8 2.3 2.3 
6. technicians, 
wc rks 
managers, 
work-shop 
foremen, 
and scrr.i-
professional 2,345 2, 249 3,592 4.6 2.7 4.4 
7. middle level 
executives, 
and 
lopartmen tal 
heads 5,ei3 4,804 6 , 575 11.3 5.7 8.0 
8. professionals 7 , .104 4,552 5,94 5 1.3.8 5.4 7.2 
9. top level 
administ atoi 
g' neral 
managers, anc 
salarte 1 
di roc tors 
„ 
10,079 10,527 12,^00 19 .6 12.6 15.4 
SOURCE: computed by the author from CBS data 
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has the smallest "gap" between different societal groups. 
Recent research on consumption pattern by Jan 
55 
Vanderm.oortele and Rolph V.D. Hoeven is shown in Table 11. 
Although they underestimate the oil consumption in transport 
which needs a lot of foreign currency, this Table provides 
the average budget shares for total consumer goods as well 
as for imported goods. One striking picture in this Table 
is the high import content of the consumption of the non-
agricultural managerial and professional group: almost 
half cf their consumption expenditure is on imported consumer 
goods as compared to none for peasant farmers, skilled and 
unskilled agricultural workers. These imported goods are 
rr.ainly manufactured guods and/or transport. If we categorize 
ME into non-agricultural employer/professionals, it seems 
clear that ME receiving a high income have fully acquired 
European consumption patterns and behaviour and thus 
corroborate their privileged social position while urban 
workers and rural peasants living on their inherited shamba 
in most cases will just secure the survival cf his family. 
The-y possess impressive cars and fine houses; dress well; 
entertain themselves in Western way and have become "Men of 
56 the People". Th y are the people to whom other societal 
yroups still respond with deference. A recent executive 
57 
salary survey sh> wn in Table 12, by Price Waterhouse 
shows hc.w they enjoy the "upper level" of social status 
vis-a-vis the other social groups. 
CONCLUSION 
Throughout this paper, I intended tc show that one 
result of Africanization in contemporary Kenya is the rise of 
a "managerial elite", which becomes particularly salient 
where Africanization is still in process. As I suggested back 
at the start, the issue now is not. whether Africanization 
has been successful in achieving its goal or not, but what 
has it produced and how has it produced? By looking at 
the current theory and methodology ,n ".managerial elite", 
I also intended to show a new method cf conceptualizing 
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TABLE 12: Average Monthly Salary and Fringe Benefit of Chief Executive in Private 
Sector 
POSITION: CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
Industry Sector: Pharmaceuti-
cal & Chemical 
Manufac-
turing 
Freight For-
warding 
Distribu-
tion & Ser. 
Finance & 
Insurance 
Turnover (KJ[ million) l-10m Above lm l-10m l-10m l-10m 
KSh. KSh. KSh. KSh. KSh. 
Basic 33,766.70 22,0000 18,331 17,372 17,240 
Bonus 800 800 - 372 250 
Rent Allowance - - - 3 500 . -
Company Accommodation 8 300 10 000 9 166 3 250 6 667 
Housing Loan - - - - -
Car Allowance 450 - - - -
Company Car Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Reimbursement - Car 
Running Costs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Car Loan - - - - -
Utilities Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Domestic Help 2 people Yes - Yes Yes 
Security Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Provident Fund 750 - - - -
Education Allowance - - Yes 24 hrs Yes 24 hrs Yes 
Entertainment Allowance 7 50 - - - -
Leave Allowance 1 100 3 334 1 500 978 6 667 
Club Membership Yes (2) Yes (2) Yes (1) Yes (1) Yes (1) 
Pension Scheme Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Medical Cover 
Life Insurance 
Yes limited 
3 years 
salary 
100% 
2 years 
salary 
100% 
3 years 
salary 
100% 
3 years 
salary 
100% 
2 years 
salary 
Source: Price Waterhouse Associates Ltd. , Executive Salary Survey 1984. 
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"managerial elite". In so doing, I starteo with the premise 
that Africanization car be best understood by a close 
exair.ination of the "managerial elite" and its social position. 
Due unfortunately, this paper has ranged widely, rather 
superficially, over curr.-nt thoo i y and methodology on 
Africanization and "managerial elite". All I can say in 
this size of paper .is th'.t Africanization itself has produce! the 
'managerial elite and they are those wh< are now controlling 
the national economy. Therefore, Yirthor research has to be 
designed to lock at the "managerial elite " and their role 
in tho national economy as the subject of study. 
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earlier draft of this paper. Special thanks to Dr. P.O. Alila 
and Barbara i rcsh from I.D.S., Dr. Michacl Chege and Dr. Walter 
Oyugi, from Department of Government and Dr. David Leonard 
from Berkeley. 
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S^o^i^.1 isrr, and Its e.ppj i co tien to Planning in. Kenya, Na i rob .i : 
Government Printer, 1935 (paragraphs 78 - 80) which states: 
"Africanization is an urgent problem but in 
any reasonable perspective is likely to bo of 
short term duration The problem is rather 
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and equality of opportunity are guaranteed 
for all citizens as a matter of right. Never-
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inherited from the past and these imbalances 
must be corrected". 
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